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Round Table Talk

It was the pre-Thanksgiving weekend that I tried 
to find my last Round Table Talk before the end of 
my term. Instead. I was attracted to the television 
report. It seemed that everything any one had ever 
said had been said again. So I concluded, this was 
a moment to reflect and try to find meaning in these 
vivid lessons of history.

Living in the town deprived of a scheduled beau
tiful chapter in history made us even more atten
tive. Modern technology gave us instant reporting 
unrehearsed. Had I the gift to write, I would at
tempt to find a way to fit together such thoughts as 
follows: the tragedy, the speed, the surprise, the 
tears, the sorrow, the grief, the prayers, the love, 
the courage, the contrasts, the shame*, the politics, 
the youth, the experience, the music, the color, the 
symbolism, the tradition, the statesmanship, the 
majestic pomp and ceremony as this great drama 
in history unfolded. .And~all this took place in 
many architectural settings—some horrible—some 
very functional—some dignified and tremendously 
beautiful. These were events transcending ordinary 
experiences. ,At a time like this citizens reflect and 
say. ’’We must improve our quality.” (The only 
quality I dare to touch on is in architecture.)

Let this be our challenge—let's seek an archi
tectural quality that transcends mere usefulness. 
Let's strive to bring back to architecture the dignity 
that it .should have.

Vie are now entering a season that is always 
much too short. \ season which possesses that mys
tical beauty and is filled with child-like faith. From 
it. too. may we learn that all things, including 
architecture, can have a deep meaning and pos.sess 
quality.

Merry Christmas!
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From November 10 through 13, the Texas Society of Architects in co
operation with the School of Journalism and the School of Architecture spon
sored a regional seminar for journalists and architects to explore the role of the 
press in finding solutions to the problems of the city.

Invited to the conference were some twenty five journalists and fifteen 
architects. They heard eminent panelists present varying positions about cities* 
problems, city planning, architecture, and press responsibilities in these areas 
and participated in probing discu.ssions.

The excerpts presented here were selected to convey the tone of the attitudes 
the seminar assumed. The first presentation of the conference, made by archi
tect (TNeil Ford, provided a backdrop for subsequent talks and thus is present
ed in greater detail.

Participants: FORD

The city filled up, at the end of the nineteenth cen
tury, with working people to take care of our growing in
dustry, to work our mines and our factories. They came 
from the depressed areas, from Europe, from Ireland, 
Italy, Poland, the Balkans and the Orient; and the mil
lions came just to cling to way of living—there is no 
doubt about that—just to cling to a way of living. Most 
of them were from terribly depressed and over-populated 
areas. And they, of course, lived in the decaying centers 
of every city. Every city became the haven for these 
people. They became the ghettos and they became the 
places where they could live cheaply and the places where 
they felt some protection of this thing they sought, 
strangely. They probal)ly felt a protection in the center, 
in the core, in the densified part of the city that they 
wouldn't have felt in suburbs, and there were no suburbs 
for them. There was no need. You see, the big profits and 
the people who were the ingenious, invigorous exploiters 
of the natural resources of this country at the end of the 
nineteenth centrury. didn't have to stay within the walls 
any more; they broke the boundaries and they got su
burban estates. They built the big houses, and they were 
supported by this marvelous influx of labor and this 
rather efficient, eager labor group. And so the fringes 
were occupied by the very rich and by the management 
end of the whole picture of the population. And the close 
in farms and the dairies and what green land there was 
got moved out. It is happening now in the same way. 
The poor took over the houses and small plots of the 
pioneers. The poor in this case were always close to the
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center, but, strangely close to banking, close to insurance, 
close to the offices of the people who lived downtown, and 
there was this ridiculous disparity between the growth of 
this slum close in and the growth of this center and I 
give you Dallas as an excellent example; some of the 
most amazing slums close in and some of the most glor
ious buildings, the great towers rise among slums.

This whole thing has gone so fast that I don’t believe 
that we quite understand our background and under
stand that these early developments in Texas are due to 
several things. One was the fact that the land w'as rich 
and one was the fact that nobody minded how much of 
it he used or how' quickly he used it or whether or not 
the consequences were disastrous.

All physical ugliness and social ugliness have strong 
concomitance and roots. Incredibly, there is rampant to
day all manner of hale and fierce argument on the basic 
idea—of all things—civil rights. Today our great privi
leges are so flaunted and license so condoned that in some 
of our cities 30 per cent of the citizens live in slums. Not 
just the physical man is downed and crushed, but all 
rights, equalities, opportunities, and self-respect go down 
in the slum. It seems, therefore, not a particularly crook
ed analogy to lock hand-in-hand the bitter disregard for 
the rights of others, with the callous notion that a man 
may put up anything ugly, vulgar, or trivial that he 
wishes so long as it is “big enough” and he has the 
money to do it. Can you think how seriously tragic it is 
that any congressman or lawmaker, anywhere, could find 
a reason or the audacity to speak against the civil rights 
of any man or group of men. Isn't it indeed strange that 
in this land of billboards, ugly poles and wires, pop 
architecture and slums, we have as a complimentary and 
parallel circumstances the monstrous idea that if 
maritan loves his fellow' man, fights for another’s causes, 
simply does something for him, then he is something of a 
“bleeding heart.” Is it not incredible that if a man has 
intellectual attainments, or even intellectual curiosity, 
he may be labeled an egghead; this, in a country frantic 
to advance eveiy' curriculum to excellence, from the first 
grade to graduate study. Is the student who carries a 
slack of good phonograph records under his arm really 
a "longhair” or in the teenage language, an 
the young man who wears a beret more effeminate than 
the one vvho wears a Hamburg? It is evident that the 
student or any man who cares more deeply about what 
he does than for what he receives, architects included, 
must expect some pointing fingers. An attack on personal 
rights, pursuits, and nonconformity of all kinds does 
seem like an attack on gravity, or growth, and very life 
itself.

The city has variety, it has challenge, it has oppor
tunity. a chance for the mastery of .something. The city 
has become such a dreadfully ugly thing, with the center 
of it falling apart with, in most cases, all of its old build
ings being destroyed, its good things, its landmarks; 
with the roads out of it becoming dreadful .“^hopping cen
ters and miserable strips of false facades and messy traf
fic problems that were not intended ever to be happen
ing upon the .streets.
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SHANKS

From at least a cursory interest. I have the feeling 
that the newspapers, or at least the media-communica
tors. ultimately will determine if Old City refurbishing is 
possible at all. At least the communicators will determine 
the rate of progress, if there is going to he any.

Now. newspapers are not typically innovators. Some
times. some sav. newspapers are not even thoughtful. But 
il is fairly clear that what we are talking about probably 
lies in an area of responsibility that is essentially in the 
domain of the architect—one of the very, very few pro
fessions which require the dream of the dreamer and the 
ability to build it.

THE
PRESS

ANDThe newspaper's real role will probably lie in these 
areas: To promulgate the ideas of the taste makers, or 
the architects; to expose these ideas either for public 
ridicule or acceptance.

THE
GROWTH

Eventually, the newspapers must handle the cross- 
opinions that will arrive: the bureaucrats, the politicians, 
the businc.-is man. the public. Everybody is going to have 
a point of view.

OF
CITIES

And. after all. there will be change. Some of il might 
be called progress, and that. I think, will probably re
sult in a newsj)aper slake except that in the last years we 
have added on lots of specialists, including science, and 
I dare say if you architects would lurome as important 
as you think you are. we will eventually have architects 
as reporters, too.

THE
PRESS

AND
THE

GROWTHGRANGER

OFWhen we speak of a city il includes the entire urban 
complex. We can't just simply say it is this area or that 
area but is the entire urban complex, where people work, 
they play, they live, they worship and all of the life of 
the community.

CITIES

THEI think we can say that the significance of the city 
exists only because of the people it brings together. If 
we remove the people, what do we have? A ghost town. 
I don't care what the bonded indebtedness of the com
munity is or how' many miles of sewer or how many lanes 
of superhighway which Neil has mentioned, or w’hat el.se 
they may have, if you take away the people you have 
nothing. If you take the people away you have no con
gestion problem; if you take the people away, you have no 
housing problem; if you lake the people away, you have 
no traffic problems. If you take the people away you have 
no social and economic problems or financial problems. 
If you take the people away you have no city. It is just 
that basic.

PRESS
AND
THE

GROWTH
OF

CITIES
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I

No longer in the downtown areas of our communities 
or our cities, do we have places where people may leis
urely walk in the shade of trees, sit on a bench and 
listen to a fountain, meet with a friend at a comfortable 
table and have some sociable conversation. We’ve got to 
see how many cars we can park, how fast we can move 
them through, how many, or what kind of synchroniza
tion that we can put on our traffic lights so that every
thing moves, and what happens? Everybody keeps mov
ing. Nobody can find a place to park, so the business 
moves out to the shopping center where people can park.

I
PpCvC

j
K k!

. r

It is my opinion that if we could see a generation edu
cated in schools, well landscaped and good sculpture and 
courts—and I don’t mean museums where you don’t 
touch; I mean places where children can actually experi
ence beauty—that we might see a generation that would 
demand beauty, that would demand a physical environ
ment that would be spiritually gratifying and not an 
endless hodgepodge of traffic arteries, utilities and over
head poles.

. 4 • L

i

THE
PRESS GORDON

AND If the public’s sensitivity to the urban environment is 
to be sharpened, a condition that would seem necessary if 
we are to realize any real improvement in the appearance 
of our cities over the longer run, the architect must he 
prq)arrd to provide at least some background guidance 
to the newsman who takes the time in the face of an im
pending deadline to seek the answers. Too often in the 
past, the professional—architects as well as others—have 
begged olT providing such assistance on the grounds 
that it would he professionally unethical, for example, to 
comment on another colleague’s work, whether or not 
that is what is immediately involved.

THE
GROWTH

OF
CITIES

THE
PRESS

AND JOHNSON

THE Most of the communities in America do not have what 
is considered a single power structure, but rather that 
the political and economic forces of the community are 
widely disbursed among the number of quite different 
groups and individuals. At certain times and on certain 
issues, specific groups may have great influence, but at 
other times and on similar issues the same group may be 
able to muster a very limited amount of power.
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CLAY

Now, all newspapermen have grown up in the process 
tradition. We all lavish columns of newsprint on the pro
cesses hy which cities gel huilt; the litigation, invesitga- 
tion, exhortation, vituperation, which goes into every new 
road. I)uilding. subdivision. We are great on process. But 
we are weak as hell on the final product. We seldom lake 
time, and our newspapers seldom have .space to go back, 
once the jirocess is over, once the pine trees are all cut, 
the easements eased, the roads finished, and the septic 
tanks are all gurgling • 
how the whole thing looks and works.

THE
PRESS
AND
THE
GROWTH- - we hardly ever go hack to see

OFAnd this. \ think, offers newspapermen one of the most 
fascinating jobs of all: the interpretation of things

This is eye-witness journalism—not 
man-said” reporting.

CITIESseen.

'that’s-what-the-

Decisions that affect the looks of your community are 
particularly hard to get at. Aesthetic respon.sihility i 
generally un-heard-of. Every politican know's about fiscal 
responsibility, which he interprets “Don’t get caught 
with your hand in the cash-hox.” But responsibility for 
the final appearance of one’s community is something 
most officials refu.-ie to accept, and are glad to have an 
architect handy to blame, whether he’s guilty or not.

Personally 1 find this a useful mine to dig into, al
though pay din is hard to come by.

IS

SANDERS REDDICK

The new'spaper’s l>usine.ss is news. But it is more than 
a town crier; it is a community spokesman, and it has a 
right—it has an obligation—to speak up editorially on 
community affairs; to espouse causes; to point with pride 
and view with alarm: to encourage and discourage; to 
suggest and urge, to scold, to instruct, to enlighten, to 
explain.

The purpose of the Conference is to provide more of a 
beginning than an ending; to rai.'^e questions, to establish 
a means of communication within this group rather than 
to provide answers, because I think it would be very 
difficult to provide answers. I think that w’e are trying to 
open ways for more frequent communication ami c<m- 
vei^ations between the news media folk within their local 
environment and tho.se who engage in city jilanning. 
whether they he architects, whether they be on the eco
nomic side of planning or politics. I think we are much 
more concerned for developing a concerted effort to 
tackle the problem with all these, let’s say. with each 
news media recognizing that it can not alone face the 
problem a.s a media, but that there must be page one to 
the other supplemental forces of news media and that 
there must be communication across lines of profes.sion.

In short, to marshal the political and economic forces 
of the community toward actions for the betterment of 
the community.

Again, we were hoping that within this Conference we 
would lay down some common understanding and open 
ways to follow’ through later in our own communities.

DECE/M65R 1963 9
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Designing an attrartive and func
tional building to Ijouse an efficient 
proces>ing ojveratiun for citrus fruit 
was the problem.

The Owner's estate and orchards, 
located along a regional expres.svvay. is 
one of the beauty spot.s of the Kio 
Grande Valley. Rf>ara del Rancho 
\ iejo w inds through his orchards, and 
the estate is l(K’ated among the or
chards on an inland formed hv the

The pink grapefruit of the Lower 
Rio Grande Valley of Texas is known 
for its beauty and flavor, and the 
growers of this choice fniit market 
them during the winter. This fruit i> 
much in demand fur holiday gift pack
ages and is shipped to all parts of the 
country. The Owner d(*sired a proces
sing plant to process his own fruit 
grown in hi- orchards and to package 
and ship as gift fruit. He wanted a 
modern and atlrac•ti^e building with 
the latest processing machinery. He 
also recognized the value of good 
architects in advertising his product.

winding resaca. \ location adjacent to 
the orchards aijd \i.-ible from the e.v- 

wa> .-elected for the huild-pressway 
irig site.

TEXAS ARCHITECT



U ith the c(X)peration of the plant 
manager and the manufacturer of the 
processing machinery, an efficient sys
tem of processing fruit was evolved. 
A mezzanine .space seemed appropriate 
for the fal>rieation of cartons and 
other packages which could he chuted 
to various packing stations. Vertical 
transportation of materials posed no 
proi>lem .since fork lift trucks were al
ready used in the operation. A sales 
and offices area was required and 
found to he best loeated convenient 
f)Oth to the plant area and to the out
side.

>
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A simple and straightforward, func
tional and attractive concrete struc
ture was the solution to house these 
operations. This approacli resulted in 
an economical hut more than mere 
utilitarian building.

The structural system is a series of 
concrete inverted hyperbolic para
boloid umbrella shells. They are 
spaced in both directions to allow sky
lighting for good daylighting neces
sary for color in sorting of the fruit. 
The skylights are framed with steel

and covered with sheet plastic. All ex
posed concrete is finished with 
sprayed-on white oriental stucco. Con
crete walls were precast on job and 
tilted up. The exterior finish of these 
concrete panels are pebble finished. 
Doors are job built and slide up on 
counterweighted mechanism. Fixed 
glass panels are set in aluminum 
frames. Interiors of the offices and 
sales area are finished in natural wood 
and are air conditioned. Cost was 
proximate))' S6.30 per square feet.

ap-

•-r-5
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Photographs: Purnell Commerrial Photos
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V^'AS STRONG AS 
AN ANCHOR, 

||0 AS SECURE 

AS A LOCK”

INOW THE MOST
SIGNIFICANT ADVANCE

rn of^-the-floor closet supports!

UNITRUST ' 

BULLDOCi 
Cik.ZmXERS I

J

I

KlENGINEERED ROOF TRUSS SYSTEM Type C-lOO 
Un>v«rMt Application .U

For all types of construction including 
monoMthic flooring and steel studding 
walls. Features: (I) maximum num
ber of closets in batteries with mini
mum floor fill, (2) short, buttress feet 
for encasement in walls and (3) posi
tive support of fixtures. Adapts to 
syphon jet or blow-out closets or wom
en's urinals. Ask for literature.

THE MOST RIGID, 
ECONOMICAL AND 
VERSATILE ROOF 
CONSTRUCTION FOR 
ANY TYPE BUILDING

The Texas Architectural 
Foundation offers 
scholarships in 
architectural education 
and sponsors research 
in the profession.

District R»pras«ntptiv«s
JOE P. DILURD & ASSOC.

1531 Edison Dallas 7, Taxas 
Phone: Rl 0-7708

R. B. ARNOLD COMPANY 
P. O. Box I0B95 

Houston 18, Taxas 
Phona: OV 6-5S9I

JOSAM MANUFACTURING CO. 
Michigan City, Indiana

ANCHOR EN6NEERIN6 
TOT^OO^DIVISION

Contributions may be 
made as memorials: 
a remembrance with 
purpose and dignity.

WE'IE ALWAYS AS NEAR AS YORR PRINE 
1S50 N. aOthAVENOE • HOLLYWOOD. FLORIRA 

YR9 0Z87 (MIAMI: WIS-7912)

WANTED — ARCHITECT
TEXAS

ARCHITECTURAL 
FOUNDATION 

327 PERRY BROOKS BLDG. 
AUSTIN

This position is with The I niver.«ity of Texas System, 
with headquarters in the Office of the Comptroller at Austin. 
Texas, Salary range for this position is from $565.00 a month 
to $740.00 a month, inclusive. This position involves doing 
architectural work in connection with new building construc
tion and major repair and remodeling projects, under super
vision of Mr. Walter C. Moore. Regi.stered Architect and As
sistant to the Comptroller, .such as: a.^si.sting in the checking of 
j)lans and spec ifications prepared hy others on major projects, 
writing specifications on furniture, equipment, and furnish
ings. occasionally inspecting eonslruction work, and occasional
ly preparing plans and specifications on smaller construction 
projects. Approximately 90 
done in .Austin, hut from time to time trips will he made to our 
major branches at (iaiveston. Houston. Dallas. K1 Paso, and 
.^an .Antonio.

I ruler eiirrent rules of the Texas Board of Architectural 
Kxaminers. experience in this position can be counted toward 
registration up to 18 months. Applicant should be a registered 
architect or should be in a position to be registered within the 
next year.

"For additional information and application blanks, please 
contact either Charles H. Sparenherg, Comptroller, or alter 
C. Moore. Architect and Assistant to the Comptroller. The Lni- 
versilv of Texas. Austin 12. Texas."

r‘. or more, of the work will her.

w
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